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We study information-disturbance trade-off in generalized entanglement swapping protocols wherein starting
from Bell pairs (1, 2) and (3, 4), one performs an arbitrary joint measurement on (2, 3), so that (1, 4) now
becomes correlated. We obtain trade-off inequalities between information gain in correlations of (1, 4) and
residual information in correlations of (1, 2) and (3, 4), respectively, and we argue that information contained in
correlations (information) is conserved if each inequality is an equality. We show that information is conserved
for a maximally entangled measurement but is not conserved for any other complete orthogonal measurement
and Bell measurement mixed with white noise. However, rather surprisingly, we find that information is
conserved for rank-2 Bell diagonal measurements, although such measurements do not conserve entanglement.
We also show that a separable measurement on (2, 3) can conserve information, even if, as in our example,
the post-measurement states of all three pairs (1, 2), (3, 4), and (1, 4) become separable. This implies that
correlations from an entangled pair can be transferred to separable pairs in nontrivial ways so that no information
is lost in the process.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum systems that have never interacted in the past can
nevertheless become entangled via the procedure of entangle-
ment swapping [1]. The basic idea of entanglement swapping
is simple and can be illustrated with the following protocol:
Alice shares a Bell pair (1, 2) with Bob and Bob shares an-
other Bell pair (3, 4) with Charlie, where all three of them
are physically separated; Bob performs Bell measurement on
(2, 3) and discloses the outcome to both Alice and Charlie,
and as Bob’s measurement projects (2, 3) onto a Bell state,
the result is that Alice and Charlie end up with a Bell pair
(1, 4) as well.

The protocol just described mimics quantum teleportation
of a qubit that is maximally entangled with another qubit,
and this is why entanglement swapping is often considered
as teleportation of entanglement. The protocol, however, can
be generalized in several ways, such as modifying the initial
states, Bob’s measurement, or both, where some of the gener-
alizations, as one may note, go beyond that of teleportation of
entanglement. Generalized entanglement swapping protocols
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have been well-studied (e.g., [2,3]) and have found important
applications in quantum networks [4,5] and quantum nonlo-
cality related problems [6,7].

A generic feature of all “entanglement swapping” proto-
cols is that at the end of a protocol, the pairs (1, 2) and (3, 4)
no longer remain as correlated as they were prior to Bob’s
measurement, whereas the pair (1, 4) that was completely
uncorrelated earlier becomes correlated. Thus “entanglement
swapping” can also be seen as a procedure that, in effect,
transfers correlations from entangled pairs to an unentan-
gled pair, where the transfer of correlations is brought about
by Bob’s measurement that disturbs the initial states. This
suggests some kind of information-disturbance trade-off for
Bob’s measurements once we interpret “information” as infor-
mation contained in correlations of a two-qubit state. In this
paper, we make this intuition precise in terms of an informa-
tion theoretic measure of entanglement [8–10]. This measure,
denoted by I (ρ), quantifies the total amount of information
contained in correlations of a two-qubit state ρ (often we shall
use information as short for “information contained in correla-
tions” when there is no scope for confusion). Our motivation,
in part, comes from an earlier work [11] on complementarity
and information.

Specifically, we consider protocols in which starting from
Bell pairs (1, 2) and (3, 4), Bob performs an arbitrary two-
qubit measurement on (2, 3), so that (1, 4) now becomes
correlated. As the initial states are taken to be maximally
entangled, the nonlocal properties of (1, 4) will depend
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only on Bob’s measurement. This allows us to investigate
information-disturbance-type trade-off in a particularly clean
setup.

Let us now briefly discuss our results. Let I f
i j denote the

information contained in correlations of the pair (i, j) post
Bob’s measurement. We will show that the following inequal-
ities hold:

Ī f
m m+1 + Ī f

14 � 2, m = 1, 3, (1)

where Ī f
14 is the average information gain in correlations

of (1, 4), and Ī f
m m+1 is the average residual information in

correlations of the pair (m, m + 1). Here, the first inequality
captures the trade-off for the bipartition A|BC and the second
for C|AB. This is consistent with the observation that (1, 4), in
fact, gains correlations at the expense of (1, 2) across A|BC,
but at the expense of (3, 4) across C|AB.

Although in this paper we consider only Bell pairs as initial
states, the inequalities (1) are completely general and hold for
all choices of two-qubit initial states and Bob’s measurement
(see Sec. III for details).

The physical significance of (1) can be understood as fol-
lows. For a maximally entangled ρ, it holds that I (ρ) = 2 [9],
so we can write (1) as

Ī f
m m+1 + Ī f

14 � I i
m m+1, m = 1, 3, (2)

where I i
m m+1 denotes information contained in correlations

of the pair (m, m + 1) prior to Bob’s measurement. Now we
have a clear physical interpretation of (1): If equality holds,
then no information flows out of the system and the amount
of information gained in (1, 4) is exactly equal to the amount
of information lost in (m, m + 1) for m = 1, 3. On the other
hand, if any of them is strict, then there is loss of information.
Thus, information is conserved across the bipartitions A|BC
and C|AB iff equality holds in (1).

Naturally the question is, which measurements conserve
information in our protocols? It is easy to see information
is conserved for maximally entangled measurements, such as
Bell measurement. But are there other measurements with
the same property? In particular, are there measurements that
conserve information but not entanglement? Intuitively, it ap-
pears that only maximally entangled measurements would
conserve information, and other measurements would neces-
sarily lead to information loss. We find that this is indeed
the case for all complete orthogonal (but not maximally en-
tangled) measurements and Bell measurement mixed with
white noise. But surprisingly, it turns out there are exceptions:
in particular, rank-2 Bell-diagonal measurements conserve
information over all intermediate strengths. Interestingly, in-
formation is conserved even when they are separable, and all
post-measurement states become separable after Bob’s mea-
surement. The latter suggests that separable measurements
can distribute correlations from an entangled pair to separable
pairs in ways such that information is conserved.

Here we want to emphasize that we are able to express (1)
in the form of (2) only because the initial states are maxi-
mally entangled. In this case, we can infer that information
can never be increased post Bob’s measurement and classical
communication of the measurement outcome. However, if the
initial states are not maximally entangled, one has I i

m m+1 < 2

for m = 1, 3, and in such cases (2) does not follow from
(1) because I is not a LOCC (local operations and classical
communication) monotone [12]. However, as noted earlier,
the inequalities (1) must always hold in all entanglement
swapping protocols, hence they are of basic importance.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss
the basics of the entanglement swapping protocol considered
in this paper. Here we show that the post-measurement state
of (1, 4) for any given outcome is completely specified in
terms of the corresponding positive operator-valued measure
(POVM) element; however, similar expressions for (1, 2) and
(3, 4) could not be obtained for they do not seem to have
any simplified form in general, though it is clear they de-
pend only on the POVM elements, as expected. Next we
consider a general family of Bell-diagonal measurements and
obtain the post-measurement states for all three pairs (1, 4),
(1, 2), and (3, 4). In Sec. III, we obtain the trade-off relations
(1). We study the trade-off relations for complete orthogonal
measurements and Bell-diagonal measurements in Sec. IV.
We conclude with a brief summary of the paper and a short
discussion on open questions in Sec. V.

II. GENERALIZED PROTOCOL

In this section, we first study how the initial Bell states
transform under Bob’s two-qubit measurement � (a POVM),
and we obtain an expression for the post-measurement state of
(1, 4). After that, we consider a family of Bell-diagonal mea-
surements and obtain expressions for the post-measurement
states for all three pairs. These expressions will be used to
analyze the trade-off relations for specific measurements in
Sec. IV.

To begin with, Alice and Charlie each share a Bell state
|�1〉 with Bob, where |�1〉 belongs to the two-qubit Bell basis

|�1〉 = 1√
2

(|00〉 + |11〉); |�2〉 = 1√
2

(|00〉 − |11〉);

|�3〉 = 1√
2

(|01〉 + |10〉); |�4〉 = 1√
2

(|01〉 − |10〉). (3)

Then, the four-qubit initial state is given by

|�〉 = |�1〉12|�1〉34, (4)

where (1, 2) is shared between Alice and Bob, and (3, 4) is
shared between Bob and Charlie.

Bob’s measurement � can be specified by a collection
of positive-semidefinite operators �i satisfying

∑
�i = I,

where each POVM element admits decomposition of the form

�k =
4∑

α=1

πkα|φkα〉〈φkα|, (5)

where |φkα〉, α = 1, . . . , 4 form a complete orthonormal basis
on C2 ⊗ C2, πkα � 0 for α = 1, . . . , 4. Note that if �k is not
full-rank, the decomposition (5) is not unique, but as we will
see, this will not affect post-measurement states.

The probability of obtaining outcome k is

pk = 〈�|�k ⊗ I|�〉 = 1

4
Tr�k (6)



and the post-measurement four-qubit state is given by

|�k〉 = 1√
pk

√
�k ⊗ I|�〉, (7)

where it is understood that �k acts on the pair (2, 3) and the
identity operator acts on the pair (1, 4).

To find an expression for (7) we proceed as follows. First
we write the initial state (4) as

|�〉 = 1

2

4∑
i=1

|�i〉23|�i〉14. (8)

We now use the fact that (8) is U ⊗ U ∗ invariant and
therefore can be written as

|�〉 = 1

2

4∑
α=1

|φkα〉23|φ∗
kα〉14, (9)

where the complex conjugation is in the computational basis.
Then, using (9) and (5) in (7) we get

|�k〉 = 1

2
√

pk

4∑
α=1

√
πkα|φkα〉23|φ∗

kα〉14. (10)

The above expression will be used to find the post-
measurement states.

By tracing out qubits 2 and 3 from (10), we immediately
obtain the post-measurement state of (1, 4):

ρ14|k = 1

4pk

4∑
α=1

πkα|φ∗
kα〉〈φ∗

kα| = �∗
k

Tr(�k )
, (11)

where �∗
k = ∑4

α=1 πk,α|φ∗
kα〉〈φ∗

kα|.
Obtaining similar compact expressions for (1, 2) and

(3, 4), however, seems difficult, unless we know more about
the measurement itself. So now we turn our attention to Bell-
diagonal measurements and show that it is in fact possible to
obtain exact expressions for all post-measurement states.

Bell-diagonal measurements

We consider a family of Bell-diagonal measurements M(λ)
characterized by a real variable λ (0 � λ � 1). The POVM
elements Mi(λ), i = 1, . . . , 4 are positive-semidefinite opera-
tors satisfying

∑
i Mi(λ) = I and are given by

Mi(λ) = λ|�i〉〈�i| + (1 − λ)
4∑

l=1

qil |�l〉〈�l |, (12)

where for every i, 0 � qil � 1 and
∑4

i=1 qil = 1 for every l =
1, . . . , 4. The POVM elements can be explicitly written in the
Bell-diagonal form

Mi(λ) = xi|�i〉〈�i| +
∑
j �=i

yi j |� j〉〈� j | (13)

for i, j = 1, . . . , 4, where xi = [λ + (1 − λ)qii] and yi j =
(1 − λ)qi j .

The probability of outcome k is obtained from (6):

pk = 1

4

⎛
⎝xk +

∑
j �=k

yk j

⎞
⎠. (14)

The post-measurement state of (1, 4) is obtained from (11):

ρ14|k = 1

xk + ∑
j �=k

yk j
Mk (λ). (15)

Now we need to find ρ12|k and ρ34|k . First we observe that the
following identities hold for a four-qubit system:

|�1〉12|�1〉34 = 1

2

4∑
i=1

|�i〉23|�i〉14,

|�2〉12|�2〉34 = 1

2

∑
i=1,2

|�i〉23|�i〉14 − 1

2

∑
i=3,4

|�i〉23|�i〉14,

|�3〉12|�3〉34 = 1

2

∑
i=1,3

|�i〉23|�i〉14 − 1

2

∑
i=2,4

|�i〉23|�i〉14,

|�4〉12|�4〉34 = 1

2

∑
i=1,4

|�i〉23|�i〉14 − 1

2

∑
i=2,3

|�i〉23|�i〉14.

The above identities can be written in a compact form as

|�i〉12|�i〉34 = 1

2

4∑
l=1

μil |�l〉23|�l〉14, (16)

where i = 1, . . . , 4, and μil ∈ {+1,−1}. Now substituting
(13) in (7) and after simplification using (16), we find that

|�k〉 = 1

4
√

pk

4∑
l=1

γl |�l〉12|�l〉34, (17)

where γl = (
√

xkμkl + ∑
j �=k

√
yk jμ jl ) and pk is given by

(14). Then the post-measurement states ρ12|k and ρ34|k are
given by

ρm m+1|k =
4∑

l=1

τl |�l〉〈�l |, m = 1, 3, (18)

where τl = γ 2
l

16pk
for l = 1, . . . , 4. So all post-measurement

states are Bell-diagonal.

III. TRADE-OFF RELATIONS

We begin with the definition of I (ρ)—the total information
contained in correlations of a two-qubit state ρ. It is defined
as [9,10]

I (ρ) = max
n,m

(Inn + Imm), (19)

where Ikk = [Trρ(σk ⊗ σk )]2 for a unit vector k ∈ R3, σn =
σ · n, σx, σy, σz being the standard Pauli matrices, and the
maximum is taken over all pairs (n, m) of unit vectors with
the property that the spin measurements along n and along m
are mutually unbiased.

The following properties hold:
(i) I (ρ) � 2, where the equality is achieved for maximally

entangled states.
(ii) I (ρ) � 1 for separable states.
(iii) I (ρ) = B2(ρ)

4 [10,11], where B(ρ) is the maximal
mean value of the Bell-CHSH observable [13,14].



The last property is particularly important for two reasons.
First, it provides us with a computable formula for I (ρ) (see
the next section), and second, it plays a crucial role in the
derivation of the trade-off relations. Note, however, that al-
though I (ρ) and B(ρ) are related for any two-qubit state, such
a relation may not hold in higher dimensions, and moreover,
I (ρ) and Bell-CHSH violation are conceptually inequivalent.

The trade-off relations are obtained by exploiting the
monogamy property of I. This property follows from the
Bell-monogamy [15,16]: For any three-qubit state σabc, it
holds that

B2(σab) + B2(σac) � 8, (20)

where σab = Trc(σabc), σac = Trb(σabc). Similar inequalities
hold for other possible pairs.

Since I (ρ) = B2(ρ)
4 , Eq. (20) therefore leads to the I-

monogamy inequality

I (σab) + I (σac) � 2 (21)

for any three-qubit state σabc.
To obtain the trade-off relations (1) we now proceed as

follows. Let ρ1234 be the four-qubit state post Bob’s measure-
ment and ρi j be the post-measurement states of the pairs (i, j)
obtained from ρ1234 by tracing out the appropriate qubits, e.g.,
ρ14 = Tr23(ρ1234) and so on. Then applying (21) to each of the
three-qubit states ρ124 = Tr3(ρ1234) and ρ134 = Tr2(ρ1234) we
get the following inequalities:

I f
m m+1 + I f

14 � 2, m = 1, 3 (22)

that hold for any outcome of Bob’s measurement. Here, I f
14

amounts to the gain in information in correlations of (1, 4)
as I i

14 = 0 initially, whereas I f
m m+1 amounts to the residual

information contained in correlations of (m, m + 1) for m =
1, 3.

Now, for any given measurement there are three possible
scenarios: the inequalities (22) are strict for all outcomes,
some outcomes, or none of the outcomes. So one must con-
sider the weighted average of (22) taken over all possible
outcomes, and that gives us the desired relations (1) (repro-
duced here for convenience)

Ī f
m m+1 + Ī f

14 � 2, m = 1, 3, (23)

where I denotes the weighted average over all outcomes.
As we explained in the Introduction, information is con-

served across the bipartitions provided equality holds in each
of the above inequalities. So now we want to find out which
measurements conserve information. In the next section, we
present partial answers and some useful insights.

IV. TRADE-OFF RELATIONS FOR SPECIFIC
MEASUREMENTS

To study the trade-off relations, we need to be able to
compute I (ρ) for any two-qubit ρ. Fortunately, it is possible
by virtue of the relation I (ρ) = B2(ρ)

4 .
Let t11, t22, t33 be the eigenvalues of the real 3 × 3 matrix

T , the elements of which are defined as Ti j = Tr[ρ(σi ⊗ σ j )]

for i, j = 1, 2, 3. Define the function

M(ρ) = max
i> j

(|tii|2 + |t j j |2
)
. (24)

Then, B(ρ) = 2
√

M(ρ) [13] and consequently

I (ρ) = M(ρ). (25)

A. Complete orthogonal measurements

In a complete orthogonal measurement (COM) {�k}, each
POVM element �k is a projection operator |ηk〉〈ηk| that
projects the system onto |ηk〉, which is an eigenvector of the
measurement, and these eigenvectors {|ηk〉} form a complete
orthonormal basis of the Hilbert space of the system, i.e.,
Tr�k�l = δkl . The simplest example of a COM is the Bell
measurement for which (23) are in fact equalities, so informa-
tion is conserved.

Now consider a COM, which is not maximally entangled.
Then at least one of the eigenvectors must be nonmaximally
entangled. Let this eigenvector be |φ〉. When Bob’s mea-
surement projects (2, 3) onto |φ〉 (which happens with some
nonzero probability [see (6)]), the pair (1, 4) collapses onto
|φ∗〉, where complex conjugation is taken with respect to
the computational basis. Note that, as |φ〉 is nonmaximally
entangled, so is |φ∗〉; in fact, complex conjugation, although a
nonlocal operation, does not change entanglement properties
of pure states.

Let α, β be the Schmidt coefficients of |φ∗〉, where without
loss of generality we assume that α > β. A simple calculation
using (25) shows that

I f
14 = 1 + 4α2β2,

I f
m m+1 = (

α2 − β2
)4

, m = 1, 3.

The trade-off inequalities (22) for this particular outcome are
therefore given by

I f
m m+1 + I f

14 = (
α2 − β2)4 + 1 + 4α2β2, m = 1, 3. (26)

Now, (α2 − β2)4
< (α2 − β2)2 as 0 < (α2 − β2) < 1, and

therefore we can write (26) as

I f
m m+1 + I f

14 <
(
α2 − β2

)2 + 1 + 4α2β2 = 2, m = 1, 3.

Thus the inequalities (26) are strict for this outcome, hence
(23) are strict as well. So we conclude that information is not
conserved for COMs that are not maximally entangled.

B. Bell measurement mixed with white noise

The POVM elements are defined as

Mi(λ) = λ|�i〉〈�i| + (1 − λ)
I

4
for i = 1, . . . , 4. The measurement is separable for 0 � λ �
1
3 and entangled for 1

3 < λ � 1. Comparing with (13) we
see that qil = 1

4 ∀ i, l = 1, . . . , 4; xi = 3λ+1
4 , and yi j =

1−λ
4 ∀ i, j = 1, . . . , 4. Then from (14) we find that pk = 1

4 ,
so all outcomes are equally probable. The post-measurement
states are obtained from (15) and (18):

ρ14|k = a|�k〉〈�k| + b
∑
j �=k

|� j〉〈� j |, (27)



FIG. 1. Bell measurement mixed with white noise: Behavior of
I f

14, I f
12, and I f

tot = I f
12 + I f

14 as a function of λ ∈ [0, 1].

ρm m+1|k = c|�k〉〈�k| + d
∑
l �=k

|�l〉〈�l | (28)

for m = 1, 3, where

a = 3λ + 1

4
,

b = 1 − λ

4
,

c = 1

16

(√
3λ + 1 + 3

√
1 − λ

)2
,

d = 1

16

(√
3λ + 1 − √

1 − λ
)2

.

Note that the states ρ14|k and ρ14|k′ are LU equivalent for
k, k′ = 1, . . . , 4 and so are ρm m+1|k and ρm m+1|k′ for m = 1, 3
and k, k′ = 1, . . . , 4. This means that I14, I12, and I34 do not
change with outcomes, and the trade-off relations (22) will
be the same for every outcome. In what follows, we therefore
omit the subscript for measurement outcome.

From (27) and (28) and using (25) we find that

I f
14 = 2λ2,

I f
m m+1 = 1

2

(
1 − λ +

√
(1 − λ)(1 + 3λ)

)2
,

where m = 1, 3 and 0 � λ � 1. Substituting the above in (22),
it is easy to show that the inequalities are strict for all 0 < λ <

1 (note that λ = 1 corresponds to the Bell measurement). So
information is not conserved for λ ∈ (0, 1).

Let us now look at the process of information transfer as
we vary λ, which controls the strength of the measurement.
In Fig. 1 we have plotted the quantities I f

14, I f
12, and I f

tot =
I f

m m+1 + I f
14, each of which is a function of λ.

We make the following observations:
(i) At λ = 0, ρ14 is maximally mixed and ρ12, ρ34 are both

maximally entangled. So Itot = 2.

(ii) As λ starts moving away from zero, we start observing
information transfer throughout, even though the measure-
ment remains separable through λ ∈ [0, 1

3 ].
(iii) Itot < 2 for λ ∈ (0, 1), which indicates loss of infor-

mation in this range. The information loss is maximum at
λ = 2

3 , where Itot attains the minimum. But note that from
this point onward Itot starts to increase, eventually reaching
the maximum at λ = 1, which corresponds to the Bell mea-
surement.

(iv) The crossover between I f
14 and I f

12 at λ = 2
3 tells us

that when the measurement is weak in the beginning, the
initial pairs lose more information than that gained by (1, 4),
but as the measurement picks up strength, this reverses, which
is why the minimum is observed.

So far we have seen that information is not conserved
for COMs (not maximally entangled) and for measurements
obtained by mixing Bell measurement with white noise. This
prompted us to question whether this could be a generic
feature for all measurements that are not maximally entan-
gled. But because a general result is quite difficult to get,
we explored the question within the family of Bell-diagonal
measurements M(λ) and found that there exists a rank-2
measurement for which this is not the case. This is discussed
next.

C. Rank-2 Bell-diagonal measurement

Here the POVM elements are defined as

M1(λ) = λ|�1〉〈�1| + (1 − λ)|�2〉〈�2|,
M2(λ) = λ|�2〉〈�2| + (1 − λ)|�1〉〈�1|,
M3(λ) = λ|�3〉〈�3| + (1 − λ)|�4〉〈�4|,
M4(λ) = λ|�4〉〈�4| + (1 − λ)|�3〉〈�3|

for λ ∈ [0, 1]. The measurement is entangled except at λ �= 1
2 .

For outcome k, the post-measurement states are obtained
from (15) and (18); in particular,

ρ14|k = Mk (λ), (29)

ρm m+1|k =
4∑

l=1

τl |�l〉〈�l |, m = 1, 3, (30)

where

τl = 1

4

(
1 + 2

√
λ(1 − λ)

)
, l = k, k + 1 for k = 1, 3,

k, k − 1 for k = 2, 4,

τl = 1

4

(
1 − 2

√
λ(1 − λ)

)
, l otherwise.

Note that, ρ14|k is entangled ∀λ except when λ = 1
2 but ρ12|k

and ρ34|k are separable ∀λ. Moreover, as in the previous ex-
ample, the post-measurement states for different outcomes are
LU equivalent and so we only need to find I f

14, I f
12, and I f

34
for a particular outcome.

From the expressions (29), (30) of the post-measurement
states and using (25), we find that

I f
14 = 1 + (2λ − 1)2,

I f
m m+1 = 4λ(1 − λ), m = 1, 3



FIG. 2. Rank-2 Bell-diagonal measurement: Behavior of I f
14,

I f
12, and I f

tot = I f
12 + I f

14 as a function of λ ∈ [0, 1].

for all λ ∈ [0, 1]. Consequently,

I f
m m+1 + I f

14 = 2, m = 1, 3.

Hence, information is conserved for all λ ∈ [0, 1]. Note, how-
ever, that entanglement is not conserved in any bipartition
∀λ ∈ (0, 1) because (a) the states ρm m+1, m = 1, 3 are sep-
arable, and (b) ρ14 is not maximally entangled whenever λ ∈
(0, 1).

Interestingly, information is conserved even at λ = 1
2 , i.e.,

when not only the measurement is separable but also all three
pairs become separable. So separable measurements can con-
serve information even when all post-measurement states turn
separable after Bob’s measurement. The functions I f

14, I f
12,

and I f
tot are plotted in Fig. 2, where I f

tot = I f
12 + I f

14. As one
can see, information gained in (1, 4) is always the same as
information lost from the pair (1, 2) for all λ.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated information-disturbance
trade-off in generalized entanglement swapping protocols. In
particular, we considered protocols where starting from two
Bell pairs (1, 2), (3, 4) shared between Alice and Bob, Bob

and Charlie, respectively, Bob performs a two-qubit mea-
surement on (2, 3) and communicates the outcome to Alice
and Charlie, so that (1, 4) becomes correlated. We obtained
trade-off inequalities between information gain in (1, 4) and
residual information in the pairs (1, 2) and (3, 4), respectively,
where information is understood as the total information con-
tained in correlations of a two-qubit state, which is quantified
in terms of an information theoretic measure of entangle-
ment. We argued that when equality holds for any given
measurement, then it implies information is conserved across
the bipartitions A|BC and C|BA. We further studied these
inequalities for some well-known two-qubit measurements
and found the inequalities to be strict for complete orthogo-
nal but nonmaximally entangled measurements and for Bell
measurement mixed with white noise. However, rather coun-
terintuitively, we found that there exist rank-2 Bell-diagonal
measurements that conserve information but do not conserve
entanglement, and moreover, there exist separable measure-
ments that conserve information even when all three pairs
(1, 2), (3, 4), and (1, 4) become separable after Bob’s mea-
surement. This is particularly interesting because it shows
that correlations in an entangled pair can be distributed in
separable pairs in nontrivial ways so that there is no loss of
information.

Our results open up some interesting avenues for further
research. Let us begin by noting that the inequalities (1) are
basic in nature as they hold for all entanglement swapping pro-
tocols. On the other hand, the second set of inequalities given
by (2), and the subsequent interpretation of conservation/loss
of information, crucially depends on the fact that the initial
states are maximally entangled. So it would be very interesting
to obtain inequalities similar to that of (2) for arbitrary initial
states. This might, however, require considering a different
information measure, which should ideally be a LOCC mono-
tone.

Finally, we would like to remark that it is important to
explore and understand the basic questions related to infor-
mation transfer in entanglement swapping-like protocols, and
we hope our results would stimulate further research on this
topic.
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